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19019095

Food preparations in powder form, consisting of a blend of
skimmed milk and/or whey and vegetable fats/oils, with a
content of fats/oils <=30% by weight

19019099x

Food preparations of flour, starch or malt extract, not
containing cocoa or containing cocoa in a proportion by
weight of < 40%, calculated on a totally defatted basis, n.e.s.
and food preparations of goods under no. 0401-0404, not
containing cocoa or containing cocoa in a proportion by
weight of < 5%, calculated on a totally defatted basis, n.e.s.
other sorts (excl. those of heading 1901)

19019099x

Food preparations of flour, starch or malt extract, not
containing cocoa or containing cocoa in a proportion by
weight of < 40%, calculated on a totally defatted basis, n.e.s.
and food preparations of goods under no. 0401-0404, not
containing cocoa or containing cocoa in a proportion by
weight of < 5%, calculated on a totally defatted basis, n.e.s.
other sorts (excl. those of heading 1901)

19019099x

Food preparations of flour, starch or malt extract, not
containing cocoa or containing cocoa in a proportion by
weight of < 40%, calculated on a totally defatted basis, n.e.s.
and food preparations of goods under no. 0401-0404, not
containing cocoa or containing cocoa in a proportion by
weight of < 5%, calculated on a totally defatted basis, n.e.s.
other sorts (excl. those of heading 1901)

22082016

Brandy de Jerez, in containers holding <= 2 l

22082027

Brandy de Jerez in containers holding <= 2 l

22082018

Brandy/Weinbrand, in containers holding <= 2 l (excl. Brandy
de Jerez and Armagnac)

22082029

Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc, in
containers holding <= 2 l (excl. Cognac, Armagnac, Grappa
and Brandy de Jerez)

22082019

Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine, in containers holding
<= 2 l (excl. Cognac, Armagnac and Brandy/Weinbrand)

22082029

Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc, in
containers holding <= 2 l (excl. Cognac, Armagnac, Grappa
and Brandy de Jerez)

22082028

Spirits obtained by distilling grape marc, in containers
holding <= 2 l (excl. Grappa)

22082029

Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc, in
containers holding <= 2 l (excl. Cognac, Armagnac, Grappa
and Brandy de Jerez)

22082066

Brandy/Weinbrand in containers holding > 2 l

22082087

Brandy de Jerez in containers holding > 2 l

22082066

Brandy/Weinbrand in containers holding > 2 l

22082089

Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc, in
containers holding > 2 l (excl. raw distillate, Cognac,
Armagnac, Grappa and Brandy de Jerez)

22082069

Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine, in containers
holding > 2 l (incl. Armagnac, excl. Cognac and
Brandy/Weinbrand)

22082040

Raw distillate, in containers holding > 2 l

22082069

Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine, in containers
holding > 2 l (incl. Armagnac, excl. Cognac and
Brandy/Weinbrand)

22082064

Armagnac, in containers holding > 2 l

22082069

Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine, in containers
holding > 2 l (incl. Armagnac, excl. Cognac and
Brandy/Weinbrand)

22082089

Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc, in
containers holding > 2 l (excl. raw distillate, Cognac,
Armagnac, Grappa and Brandy de Jerez)

22082088

Spirits obtained by distilling grape marc, in containers
holding > 2 l (excl. Grappa)

22082040

Raw distillate, in containers holding > 2 l

22082088

Spirits obtained by distilling grape marc, in containers
holding > 2 l (excl. Grappa)

22082089

Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc, in
containers holding > 2 l (excl. raw distillate, Cognac,
Armagnac, Grappa and Brandy de Jerez)

27101966

Fuel oils obtained from bituminous materials, with a sulphur
content of > 0,1% but <= 0,5% by weight (excl. for
undergoing chemical transformation, and containing
biodiesel)

27101964

Fuel oils obtained from bituminous materials, with a sulphur
content of > 0,1% but <= 1% by weight (excl. for undergoing
chemical transformation, and containing biodiesel)

27101967

Fuel oils obtained from bituminous materials, with a sulphur
content of > 0,5% by weight (excl. for undergoing chemical
transformation, and containing biodiesel)

27101964

Fuel oils obtained from bituminous materials, with a sulphur
content of > 0,1% but <= 1% by weight (excl. for undergoing
chemical transformation, and containing biodiesel)

27101967

Fuel oils obtained from bituminous materials, with a sulphur
content of > 0,5% by weight (excl. for undergoing chemical
transformation, and containing biodiesel)

27101968

Fuel oils obtained from bituminous materials, with a sulphur
content of > 1% by weight (excl. for undergoing chemical
transformation, and containing biodiesel)

27102016

Gas oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of > 0,001% but <= 0,1% by weight,
containing biodiesel

27102015

Gas oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of > 0,001% but <= 0,002% by weight,
containing biodiesel

27102016

Gas oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of > 0,001% but <= 0,1% by weight,
containing biodiesel

27102017

Gas oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of > 0,002% but <= 0,1% by weight,
containing biodiesel

27102032

Fuel oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of <= 0,5% by weight, containing
biodiesel

27102031

Fuel oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of <= 0,1% by weight, containing
biodiesel

27102032

Fuel oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of <= 0,5% by weight, containing
biodiesel

27102035

Fuel oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of > 0,1% but <= 1% by weight,
containing biodiesel

27102038

Fuel oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of > 0,5% by weight, containing
biodiesel

27102035

Fuel oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of > 0,1% but <= 1% by weight,
containing biodiesel

27102038

Fuel oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of > 0,5% by weight, containing
biodiesel

27102039

Fuel oils of >= 70% of petroleum or bituminous minerals,
with a sulphur content of > 1% by weight, containing
biodiesel
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37079020

Developers and fixers in the form of chemical preparations
for photographic use, incl. unmixed products, in measured
doses or put up for retail sale ready for use (excl. salts and
compounds of heading 2843 to 2846)

37079021

Thermoplastic or electrostatic printer/copier toner cartridges,
without moving parts

37079020

Developers and fixers in the form of chemical preparations
for photographic use, incl. unmixed products, in measured
doses or put up for retail sale ready for use (excl. salts and
compounds of heading 2843 to 2846)

37079029

Developers and fixers in the form of chemical preparations
for photographic use, incl. unmixed products, in measured
doses or put up for retail sale ready for use (excl. salts and
compounds of heading 2843 to 2846, and printer/copier
toner cartridges)

39269097a

Articles of plastics and articles of other materials of heading
3901 to 3914 made from sheet, n.e.s.

39269092

Articles made from plastic sheet, n.e.s.

39269097b

Articles of plastics and articles of other materials of heading
3901 to 3914, n.e.s. (excl. made from sheet)

39269097

Articles of plastics and articles of other materials of heading
3901 to 3914, n.e.s.

49021000

Newspapers, journals and periodicals, whether or not
illustrated or containing advertising material, appearing at
least four times a week

49021000a

Newspapers, journals and periodicals, whether or not
illustrated or containing advertising material, appearing at
least four times a week, printed form

49021000

Newspapers, journals and periodicals, whether or not
illustrated or containing advertising material, appearing at
least four times a week

49021000b

Advertising journals, printed form

71042010

Diamonds, synthetic or reconstructed, unworked or simply
sawn or roughly shaped

71042000

Precious and semi-precious stones, synthetic or
reconstructed, unworked or simply sawn or roughly shaped,
whether or not graded (excl. piezoelectric quartz)

71042090

Precious and semi-precious stones, synthetic or
reconstructed, unworked or simply sawn or roughly shaped,
whether or not graded (excl. piezoelectric quartz and
diamonds)

71042000

Precious and semi-precious stones, synthetic or
reconstructed, unworked or simply sawn or roughly shaped,
whether or not graded (excl. piezoelectric quartz)

71049010

Diamonds, synthetic or reconstructed, worked, whether or
not graded but not strung, mounted or set, ungraded
diamonds, temporarily strung for convenience of transport
(excl. diamonds simply sawn or roughly shaped)

71049000

Precious and semi-precious stones, synthetic or
reconstructed, worked, whether or not graded but not strung,
mounted or set, ungraded synthetic or reconstructed
precious or semi-precious stones, temporarily strung for
convenience of transport (excl. stones simply sawn or
roughly shaped, piezoelectric quartz)

71049090

Precious and semi-precious stones, synthetic or
reconstructed, worked, whether or not graded but not strung,
mounted or set, ungraded synthetic or reconstructed
precious or semi-precious stones, temporarily strung for
convenience of transport (excl. stones simply sawn or
roughly shaped, piezoelectric quartz and diamonds)

71049000

Precious and semi-precious stones, synthetic or
reconstructed, worked, whether or not graded but not strung,
mounted or set, ungraded synthetic or reconstructed
precious or semi-precious stones, temporarily strung for
convenience of transport (excl. stones simply sawn or
roughly shaped, piezoelectric quartz)

73071910

Tube or pipe fittings of cast iron (excl. of non-malleable)

73071910

Tube or pipe fittings of malleable cast iron

73071910

Tube or pipe fittings of cast iron (excl. of non-malleable)

73071990

Cast tube or pipe fittings of steel

73071990

Cast tube or pipe fittings of steel

73071990

Cast tube or pipe fittings of steel

73259910

Articles of cast iron, n.e.s. (excl. of non-malleable cast iron,
and grinding balls and similar articles for mills)

73259910

Articles of malleable cast iron, n.e.s. (excl. grinding balls and
similar articles for mills)

73259910

Articles of cast iron, n.e.s. (excl. of non-malleable cast iron,
and grinding balls and similar articles for mills)

73259990

Articles of iron or steel, cast, n.e.s. (excl. of malleable or
non-malleable cast iron, grinding balls and similar articles for
mills)

73259990

Articles of cast steel, n.e.s. (excl. grinding balls and similar
articles for mills)

73259990

Articles of iron or steel, cast, n.e.s. (excl. of malleable or
non-malleable cast iron, grinding balls and similar articles for
mills)

84729080a

Point-of-sale terminals, ATMs and similar machines capable
of being connected to a data processing machine or network

84729030

Automatic teller machines

84729080b

Word-processing machines

84729040

Word-processing machines

84729080c

Office machines, n.e.s. (excl. point-of-sale terminals, ATMs
and similar machines capable of being connected to a data
processing machine or network and word-processing
machines)

84729090

Office machines, n.e.s.

85045000

Inductors (excl. inductors for discharge lamps or tubes)

85045020

Inductors of a kind used with telecommunication apparatus
and for power supplies for automatic data-processing
machines and units thereof (excl. those for discharge lamps
or tubes)

85045000

Inductors (excl. inductors for discharge lamps or tubes)

85045095

Inductors (excl. of a kind used with telecommunication
apparatus and for power supplies for automatic
data-processing machines and units thereof and those for
discharge lamps or tubes)

85049019

Parts of transformers and inductors, n.e.s. (excl. ferrite
cores)

85049005

Electronic assemblies of inductors of a kind used with
telecommunication apparatus and for power supplies for
automatic data-processing machines and units thereof,
n.e.s.
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85049019

Parts of transformers and inductors, n.e.s. (excl. ferrite
cores)

85049018

Parts of transformers and inductors, n.e.s. (excl. electronic
assemblies of inductors of a kind used with
telecommunication apparatus and for power supplies for
automatic data-processing machines and units thereof, and
ferrite cores)

85049090a

Electronic assemblies of static converters of a kind used
with telecommunication apparatus, automatic
data-processing machines and units thereof, n.e.c.

85049091

Electronic assemblies of static converters of a kind used
with telecommunication apparatus, automatic
data-processing machines and units thereof, n.e.s.

85049090b

Parts of static converters, n.e.c. (excl. electronic assemblies
of a kind used with telecommunication apparatus, automatic
data-processing machines and units thereof)

85049099

Parts of static converters, n.e.s. (excl. electronic assemblies
of a kind used with telecommunication apparatus, automatic
data-processing machines and units thereof)

85181000

Microphones and stands therefor (excl. cordless
microphones with built-in transmitter)

85181030

Microphones having a frequency range of 300 Hz to 3,4 kHz,
of a diameter <= 10 mm and a height <= 3 mm, of a kind
used for telecommunications

85181000

Microphones and stands therefor (excl. cordless
microphones with built-in transmitter)

85181095

Microphones and stands therefor (excl. microphones having
a frequency range of 300 Hz to 3,4 kHz, of a diameter <= 10
mm and a height <= 3 mm, of a kind used for
telecommunications, and cordless microphones with built-in
transmitter)

85182900

Loudspeakers, without enclosure

85182930

Loudspeakers, without enclosure, having a frequency range
of 300 Hz to 3,4 kHz, of a diameter <= 50 mm, of a kind
used for telecommunications

85182900

Loudspeakers, without enclosure

85182995

Loudspeakers, without enclosure (excl. those having a
frequency range of 300 Hz to 3,4 kHz, of a diameter <= 50
mm, of a kind used for telecommunications)

85183000

Headphones and earphones, whether or not combined with
microphone, and sets consisting of a microphone and one or
more loudspeakers (excl. telephone sets, hearing aids and
helmets with built-in headphones, whether or not
incorporating a microphone)

85183020

Line telephone handsets, whether or not incorporating a
microphone, and sets consisting of a microphone and one or
more loudspeakers

85183000

Headphones and earphones, whether or not combined with
microphone, and sets consisting of a microphone and one or
more loudspeakers (excl. telephone sets, hearing aids and
helmets with built-in headphones, whether or not
incorporating a microphone)

85183095

Headphones and earphones, whether or not combined with
microphone, and sets consisting of a microphone and one or
more loudspeakers (excl. line telephone handsets, telephone
sets, hearing aids and helmets with built-in headphones,
whether or not incorporating a microphone)

85184000a

Audio-frequency electric telephonic and measurement
amplifiers

85184030

Audio-frequency electric telephonic and measurement
amplifiers

85184000b

Audio-frequency electric amplifiers (excl. telephonic or
measurement amplifiers)

85184080

Audio-frequency electric amplifiers (excl. telephonic or
measurement amplifiers)

85198100a

Sound reproducing apparatus, using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media (excl. those operated by coins,
banknotes, bank cards, tokens or by other means of
payment, turntables and telephone answering machines)

85198111

Transcribing machines "play only", incl. cassette-players,
using magnetic, optical or semiconductor media, without
sound recording device

85198100a

Sound reproducing apparatus, using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media (excl. those operated by coins,
banknotes, bank cards, tokens or by other means of
payment, turntables and telephone answering machines)

85198115

Pocket-size cassette players "play only" [dimensions <= 170
mm x 100 mm x 45 mm], using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media, without sound recording device (excl.
transcribing machines)

85198100a

Sound reproducing apparatus, using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media (excl. those operated by coins,
banknotes, bank cards, tokens or by other means of
payment, turntables and telephone answering machines)

85198121

Cassette-tape players "play only" using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media, with an analogue and digital reading
system, without sound recording device (excl. transcribing
machines and pocket size)

85198100a

Sound reproducing apparatus, using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media (excl. those operated by coins,
banknotes, bank cards, tokens or by other means of
payment, turntables and telephone answering machines)

85198125

Cassette-tape players "play only" using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media, without sound recording device (excl.
players with an analogue and digital reading system,
transcribing machines and pocket size)

85198100a

Sound reproducing apparatus, using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media (excl. those operated by coins,
banknotes, bank cards, tokens or by other means of
payment, turntables and telephone answering machines)

85198131

Sound-reproducing apparatus with laser reading system
"CD-players", of a kind used in motor vehicles, for discs of a
diameter <= 6,5 cm, without sound recording device

85198100a

Sound reproducing apparatus, using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media (excl. those operated by coins,
banknotes, bank cards, tokens or by other means of
payment, turntables and telephone answering machines)

85198135

Sound-reproducing apparatus with laser reading system
"CD-players", without sound recording device (excl. of a kind
used in motor vehicles for discs of a diameter <= 6,5 cm)

85198100a

Sound reproducing apparatus, using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media (excl. those operated by coins,
banknotes, bank cards, tokens or by other means of
payment, turntables and telephone answering machines)

85198145

Sound-reproducing apparatus, using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media, without laser reading system, without
sound recording device (excl. those operated by coins,
banknotes, bank cards, tokens or by other means of
payment, turntables, transcribing machines, telephone
answering machines, cassette players and CD-players)

85198100b

Magnetic tape recorders and other sound recording
apparatus

85198170

Magnetic tape recorders incorporating sound reproducing
apparatus (excl. those operated by coins, banknotes, bank
cards, tokens or by other means of payment, telephone
answering machines and dictating machines)
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85198100b

Magnetic tape recorders and other sound recording
apparatus

85198195

Sound recording or sound reproducing apparatus, using
magnetic, optical or semiconductor media (excl. those
operated by coins, banknotes, bank cards, tokens or by
other means of payment, turntables, telephone answering
machines, dictating machines and magnetic tape recorders)

85198100c

Dictating machines using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media, incorporating sound reproducing
apparatus, not capable of operating without an external
source of power (excl. transcribing machines [play only])

85198151

Dictating machines using magnetic, optical or
semiconductor media, incorporating sound reproducing
apparatus, not capable of operating without an external
source of power (excl. transcribing machines [play only])

85229000a

Precious or semi-precious stones for styli

85229030

Styli; diamonds, sapphires and other precious or
semi-precious stones "natural, synthetic or reconstructed"
for styli for sound-reproducing apparatus

85229000b

Parts and accessories suitable for use solely or principally
with sound reproducing and recording apparatus and with
video equipment for recording and reproducing pictures and
sound (excl. pick-up devices for grooved recording media
and precious or semi-precious stones for styli)

85229020

LED backlight modules for LCDs of sound/video
recording/reproducing apparatus

85229000b

Parts and accessories suitable for use solely or principally
with sound reproducing and recording apparatus and with
video equipment for recording and reproducing pictures and
sound (excl. pick-up devices for grooved recording media
and precious or semi-precious stones for styli)

85229041

Electronic assemblies of telephone answering machines,
n.e.s.

85229000b

Parts and accessories suitable for use solely or principally
with sound reproducing and recording apparatus and with
video equipment for recording and reproducing pictures and
sound (excl. pick-up devices for grooved recording media
and precious or semi-precious stones for styli)

85229049

Electronic assemblies for sound reproducing and recording
apparatus and for video recording or reproducing apparatus,
n.e.s. (excl. of telephone answering machines)

85229000b

Parts and accessories suitable for use solely or principally
with sound reproducing and recording apparatus and with
video equipment for recording and reproducing pictures and
sound (excl. pick-up devices for grooved recording media
and precious or semi-precious stones for styli)

85229070

Single cassette-deck assemblies with a total thickness <=
53 mm, of a kind used in the manufacture of sound
recording and reproducing apparatus

85229000b

Parts and accessories suitable for use solely or principally
with sound reproducing and recording apparatus and with
video equipment for recording and reproducing pictures and
sound (excl. pick-up devices for grooved recording media
and precious or semi-precious stones for styli)

85229080

Parts and accessories suitable for use solely or principally
with sound reproducing and recording apparatus and with
video equipment for recording and reproducing pictures and
sound, n.e.s.

85271200

Pocket-size radiocassette players [dimensions <= 170 mm
x 100 mm x 45 mm], with built-in amplifier, without built-in
loudspeakers, capable of operating without an external
source of electric power

85271210

Pocket-size radiocassette players [dimensions <= 170 mm
x 100 mm x 45 mm], with an analogue and digital reading
system, with built-in amplifier, without built-in loudspeakers,
capable of being operated without an external source of
power

85271200

Pocket-size radiocassette players [dimensions <= 170 mm
x 100 mm x 45 mm], with built-in amplifier, without built-in
loudspeakers, capable of operating without an external
source of electric power

85271290

Pocket-size radiocassette players [dimensions <= 170 mm
x 100 mm x 45 mm], with built-in amplifier, without built-in
loudspeakers, capable of being operated without an external
source of power (excl. with analogue and digital reading
system)

85271300

Radio-broadcast receivers capable of operating without an
external source of power, combined with sound recording or
reproducing apparatus (excl. pocket-size radiocassette
players)

85271310

Radio-broadcast receivers capable of operating without an
external source of power, combined with sound-reproducing
apparatus with laser reading system (excl. pocket-size
radiocassette players)

85271300

Radio-broadcast receivers capable of operating without an
external source of power, combined with sound recording or
reproducing apparatus (excl. pocket-size radiocassette
players)

85271391

Cassette radios, capable of operating without an external
source of power, combined with sound recording or
reproducing apparatus, with an analogue and digital reading
system (excl. pocket-size radiocassette players)

85271300

Radio-broadcast receivers capable of operating without an
external source of power, combined with sound recording or
reproducing apparatus (excl. pocket-size radiocassette
players)

85271399

Radio-broadcast receivers capable of operating without an
external source of power, combined with sound recording or
reproducing apparatus (excl. pocket-size radiocassette
players, with laser reading system and cassette decks with
an analogue and digital reading system)

85279100

Radio-broadcast receivers, for mains operation only,
combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus
(excl. those of a kind used in motor vehicles)

85279111

Cassette radios, only mains-operated, with, in the same
housing, one or more loudspeakers, combined with sound
recording or reproducing apparatus with an analogue and
digital reading system

85279100

Radio-broadcast receivers, for mains operation only,
combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus
(excl. those of a kind used in motor vehicles)

85279119

Radio receivers, only mains-operated, with, in the same
housing, one or more loudspeakers, combined with sound
recording or reproducing apparatus (excl. cassette decks
with an analogue and digital reading system)

85279100

Radio-broadcast receivers, for mains operation only,
combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus
(excl. those of a kind used in motor vehicles)

85279135

Radio-broadcast receivers, for mains operation only, without
built-in loudspeaker, combined with sound-reproducing
apparatus with laser reading system (excl. those of a kind
used in motor vehicles)

85279100

Radio-broadcast receivers, for mains operation only,
combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus
(excl. those of a kind used in motor vehicles)

85279191

Cassette radios, only mains-operated, without built-in
loudspeakers, combined with sound recording or
reproducing apparatus with an analogue and digital reading
system (excl. of a kind used in motor vehicles)
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85279100

Radio-broadcast receivers, for mains operation only,
combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus
(excl. those of a kind used in motor vehicles)

85279199

Radio receivers, only mains-operated, without built-in
loudspeakers, combined with sound recording or
reproducing apparatus (excl. with laser reading system,
cassette decks with an analogue and digital reading system
and equipment of a kind used in motor vehicles)

85279200

Radio-broadcast receivers, for mains operation only, not
combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus
but combined with a clock (excl. those of a kind used in
motor vehicles)

85279210

Alarm clock radios, for mains operation only, not combined
with sound recording or reproducing apparatus

85279200

Radio-broadcast receivers, for mains operation only, not
combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus
but combined with a clock (excl. those of a kind used in
motor vehicles)

85279290

Radio-broadcast receivers, for mains operation only, not
combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus
but combined with a clock (excl. those of a kind used in
motor vehicles and alarm clock radios)

85291030a

Outside aerials for radio or television broadcast receivers,
for reception via satellite

85291031

Outside aerials for radio or television broadcast receivers,
for reception via satellite

85291030b

Outside aerials for radio or television broadcast receivers
(excl. those for satellite reception)

85291039

Outside aerials for radio or television broadcast receivers
(excl. those for satellite reception)

85369095

Electrical apparatus for making connections to or in
electrical circuits, for a voltage <= 1.000 V (excl. fuses,
circuit breakers and other apparatus for protecting electrical
circuits, relays and other switches, lamp holders, plugs and
sockets, prefabricated elements for electrical circuits,
connections and contact elements for wire and cables, and
car battery clamps)

85369020

Wafer probers

85369095

Electrical apparatus for making connections to or in
electrical circuits, for a voltage <= 1.000 V (excl. fuses,
circuit breakers and other apparatus for protecting electrical
circuits, relays and other switches, lamp holders, plugs and
sockets, prefabricated elements for electrical circuits,
connections and contact elements for wire and cables, and
car battery clamps)

85369095

Electrical apparatus for making connections to or in
electrical circuits, for a voltage <= 1.000 V (excl. fuses,
circuit breakers and other apparatus for protecting electrical
circuits, relays and other switches, lamp holders, plugs and
sockets, prefabricated elements for electrical circuits,
connections and contact elements for wire and cables,
wafer probers and car battery clamps)

90111000

Stereoscopic optical microscopes

90111010

Stereoscopic optical microscopes fitted with equipment
specifically designed for the handling and transport of
semiconductor wafers or reticles

90111000

Stereoscopic optical microscopes

90111090

Stereoscopic optical microscopes (excl. fitted with
equipment specifically designed for the handling and
transport of semiconductor wafers or reticles)

90119000

Parts and accessories for compound optical microscopes,
n.e.s.

90119010

Parts and accessories of stereoscopic optical microscopes
and photomicrographic optical microscopes, fitted with
equipment specifically designed for the handling and
transport of semiconductor wafers or reticles, n.e.s.

90119000

Parts and accessories for compound optical microscopes,
n.e.s.

90119090

Parts and accessories for compound optical microscopes,
n.e.s. (excl. of stereoscopic optical microscopes and
photomicrographic optical microscopes, fitted with
equipment specifically designed for the handling and
transport of semiconductor wafers or reticles)

90121000

Electron microscopes, proton microscopes and diffraction
apparatus

90121010

Electron microscopes fitted with equipment specifically
designed for the handling and transport of semiconductor
wafers or reticles

90121000

Electron microscopes, proton microscopes and diffraction
apparatus

90121090

Electron microscopes, proton microscopes and diffraction
apparatus (excl. electron microscopes fitted with equipment
specifically designed for the handling and transport of
semiconductor wafers or reticles)

90129000

Parts and accessories for electron microscopes, proton
microscopes and diffraction apparatus, n.e.s.

90129010

Parts and accessories of electron microscopes fitted with
equipment specifically designed for the handling and
transport of semiconductor wafers or reticles, n.e.s.

90129000

Parts and accessories for electron microscopes, proton
microscopes and diffraction apparatus, n.e.s.

90129090

Parts and accessories for electron microscopes, proton
microscopes and diffraction apparatus, n.e.s. (excl. of
electron microscopes fitted with equipment specifically
designed for the handling and transport of semiconductor
wafers or reticles)

90151000

Rangefinders

90151010

Electronic rangefinders

90151000

Rangefinders

90151090

Non-electronic rangefinders

90152000

Theodolites and tachymeters "tacheometers"

90152010

Electronic theodolites and tachymeters "tacheometers"

90152000

Theodolites and tachymeters "tacheometers"

90152090

Non-electronic theodolites and tachymeters "tacheometers"

90154000

Photogrammetrical surveying instruments and appliances

90154010

Electronic photogrammetrical surveying instruments and
appliances

90154000

Photogrammetrical surveying instruments and appliances

90154090

Non-electronic photogrammetrical surveying instruments
and appliances
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90248000

Machines and appliances for testing the mechanical
properties of materials (excl. metals)

90248011

Electronic machines and appliances for testing the
mechanical properties of textiles, paper or paperboard

90248000

Machines and appliances for testing the mechanical
properties of materials (excl. metals)

90248019

Electronic machines and appliances for testing the
mechanical properties of materials (excl. metals, textiles,
paper or paperboard)

90248000

Machines and appliances for testing the mechanical
properties of materials (excl. metals)

90248090

Machines and appliances for testing the mechanical
properties of materials, non-electronic (excl. metals)

90251900a

Thermometers and pyrometers, not combined with other
instruments, electronic (excl. liquid-filled thermometers for
direct reading)

90251920

Thermometers and pyrometers, not combined with other
instruments, electronic

90251900b

Thermometers and pyrometers, not combined with other
instruments, non-electronic (excl. liquid-filled thermometers
for direct reading)

90251980

Thermometers and pyrometers, not combined with other
instruments, non-electronic (excl. liquid-filled thermometers
for direct reading)

90278020a

Electronic pH meters, rH meters and other apparatus for
measuring conductivity

90278011

Electronic pH meters, rH meters and other apparatus for
measuring conductivity

90278020b

pH meters, rH meters and other apparatus for measuring
conductivity, non-electronic

90278099

Non-electronic instruments and apparatus for physical or
chemical analysis or for determining surface tension or the
like, or for measuring heat or sound, n.e.s.

90278080a

Electronic instruments and apparatus for physical or
chemical analysis or for determining surface tension or the
like, or for measuring heat or sound, n.e.s.

90278013

Electronic apparatus and equipment for performing
measurements of the physical properties of semiconductor
materials or of LCD substrates or associated insulating or
conductive layers during the semiconductor wafer
production process or the LCD production process

90278080a

Electronic instruments and apparatus for physical or
chemical analysis or for determining surface tension or the
like, or for measuring heat or sound, n.e.s.

90278017

Electronic instruments and apparatus for physical or
chemical analysis or for measuring viscosity, porosity,
expansion, surface tension or the like, or for measuring heat,
sound or light, n.e.s.

90278080b

Non-electronic instruments and apparatus for physical or
chemical analysis or for determining surface tension or the
like, or for measuring heat or sound, n.e.s.

90278091

Non-electronic viscometers, porosimeters and expansion
meters

90278080b

Non-electronic instruments and apparatus for physical or
chemical analysis or for determining surface tension or the
like, or for measuring heat or sound, n.e.s.

90278099

Non-electronic instruments and apparatus for physical or
chemical analysis or for determining surface tension or the
like, or for measuring heat or sound, n.e.s.

90279000a

Microtomes; parts and accessories of instruments and
apparatus for physical or chemical analysis (excl. optical),
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the like,
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
quantities of heat, sound or light, and of microtomes, n.e.s.

90279010

Microtomes

90279000a

Microtomes; parts and accessories of instruments and
apparatus for physical or chemical analysis (excl. optical),
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the like,
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
quantities of heat, sound or light, and of microtomes, n.e.s.

90279050a

Parts and accessories of non-optical instruments and
apparatus for physical or chemical analysis, e.g.
polarimeters, refractometers, spectrometers, of instruments
and apparatus for measuring or checking viscosity, porosity,
expansion, surface tension or the like and of instruments and
apparatus for measuring or checking quantities of heat,
sound or light, incl. exposure meters, n.e.s. (excl. of gas or
smoke analysis apparatus)

90279000a

Microtomes; parts and accessories of instruments and
apparatus for physical or chemical analysis (excl. optical),
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the like,
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
quantities of heat, sound or light, and of microtomes, n.e.s.

90279080

Parts and accessories of microtomes or of gas or smoke
analysis apparatus, n.e.s.

90279000b

Parts and accessories of optical instruments and apparatus
for physical or chemical analysis, e.g. polarimeters,
refractometers, spectrometers, n.e.s. (excl. of gas or smoke
analysis apparatus)

90279050b

Parts and accessories of optical instruments and apparatus
for physical or chemical analysis, e.g. polarimeters,
refractometers, spectrometers, n.e.s. (excl. of gas or smoke
analysis apparatus)

90303370

Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
voltage, current or electrical power, without recording device
(excl. multimeters, oscilloscopes and oscillographs)

90303330

Electronic instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking voltage, current or electrical power, without
recording device (excl. multimeters, oscilloscopes and
oscillographs)

90303370

Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
voltage, current or electrical power, without recording device
(excl. multimeters, oscilloscopes and oscillographs)

90303380

Non-electronic instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking voltage, current or electrical power, without
recording device (excl. multimeters, oscilloscopes and
oscillographs)

90308900

Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
electrical quantities, without recording device, n.e.s.

90308930

Electronic instruments and appliances for measuring or
checking electrical quantities, without recording device,
n.e.s.

90308900

Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
electrical quantities, without recording device, n.e.s.

90308990

Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
electrical quantities, without recording device, non-electronic,
n.e.s.

